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 NET framework or other third-party software installation, and are self-contained, one-file downloads. NWD files stream the models to mobile devices with simple touch gestures. They also serve as the foundation of the Navisworks Community for Architecture. Data Normalization ------------------ To ensure data validity and accuracy, the file can be ‘normalized’ to its most basic form. Normalization
is the process of reducing the number of records to only those that are ‘true,’ or meaningful, and consolidating similar data. For example, in a Structural Engineering project, all models are the same, regardless of scale or design type. Hence, the data within the models need not be normalized. In an Architectural Design project, the principal aims of the project are site-planning and building design, so a

high proportion of a file’s data would not be normalized. If you wish to normalize your file, click **File**, then **File Normalization**, and select the **[Normalize]{}** item, then **[All]{}**. (Note that Normalization does not require a file to be exported to a new file.) Change Set Filtering -------------------- Where multiple files may be exported from an Architecture project in one download,
separate ‘change sets’ may be filtered to export only the ones relevant to the current project. Where, for example, separate projects are designed for different stages of a construction project, the changes between each project can be explicitly identified within the download. By inspecting the changes set, users can see what changes have been made between the various project phases, and select the

ones they require. If, for example, there are 20 change sets, the ‘Change Set Filter’ can limit the number of files to be downloaded to those that were made between two specified dates. Layout Mapping -------------- When working on a project, one is often dealing with several different projects within the same overall project. A ‘layout’ in this instance refers to an architectural design, and would
typically cover site-planning, building design, furniture design and construction, etc. To aid navigation within a file, the Navisworks Community for Architecture provides **Layout Mapping**. **Layout Mapping** is a tool for mapping a portion of a file’s data to a Layout, so that it may be referenced later. After 82157476af
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